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EDITORIAL

Scientific Vandalism

As I started to write this editorial the
last of the summer crops were being
harvested fiom the local fields. As the
last of what we call summer
disappeared my thoughts tumed to our
colleagues in the study of crop circles
and how they would now be turning
their efforts to trying to find something
significant from the vast amount of
data they collected over the season.

And my thoughts then tumed to
regret. Since near the beginning the
serious researchers have known that
some crop circles were fakes. They
just disagreed over what proportion
were hoaxes. But as news of the
phenomena spread the number of
fakes appeared to increase.

So what does this have to do with
tIFOs? Well, crop circles were an
interesling phenomenon about which it
may have been possible to find
something significant. Nowadays, I
believe the 'genuine' phenomenon, if
there is one, is totally swamped by all
the hoaxes. The stupid vandalism of
the hoa\ers has ruined most chances
at scientific study.

My big worry is that new technology
like cheap advanced video, digital
photography and computers will allow
the hoaxers to invade and ruin our
subject too. And will the 'experts' be
able to spot these fakes? Or will LIFO
experts be fooled like many crop circle
experts have in recent years?
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FROM HERE AND
THERE

Philip & Sue Mantle

We are pleased to announce that Philip
and Sue Mantle have accepted the offer
ofjoint honorary life memberstrip ofBU-
FORA. The Council made this offer in
recognition of tbeir work on behalf of
the Association.

Both Philip and Sue were members of
the Council for a number of years. ln
addition Philip was Direcror of lnvesti-
garions for several years as well as acting
as Publicity Ofiicer. Sue also ran the
BUFORA Central Office for two years.

As if this was not enough, they jointly
undenook the organisation of several
very successfu I conferences.

As many members will know, recently
Philip has suffered a period of ill health.
He has now got over the worst of that
and seems to be making a continuing re-
covery, although this will take some
time. Philip and Sue would like to ex-
press their thanks to all those people
who sent get well messages.

Kate Taylor

Having announced in issue 14 that Kate
Taylor and Brian James have joined the
Council, I now have to announce that
Kate has decided not to continue her
membership of the Council.

She felt being a member of the Council
in addition to her already hearry commit-
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ment to investigation and research
would mean spreading her available
time too thinly. She continues to be
involved in R&1.

Cover Design

Older members may recognise the de-
sign on the fiont cover ol'this Bulletin.
It is a design that was used on the BU-
FORA Journal in the mid-t970s, when
fuchard Beet was the edilor. It is

planned to use this as the default im-
age on the front cover of the Bulletin
from now on. However, should a par-
ticularly interesting illustration come
to hand which relates to the content of
a particular issue then that illustration
will be used on the cover for that one
issue.

Readers Letters

There has been a very health flow of
material for this feature. Indeed, re-
cent weeks have seen enough letters
come in to fill a complete issue of the
Bulletin. Therefore, regrettably it has
been necessary to hold some over until
at least the next issue, and some may
have to wait for the issue after that.
But keep writing.

Christmas and New Year
Greetings

The Council and Officers ofBUFORA
send seasons greetings to all members.
Have a happy and safe festive season



Strange Experience
from Oxfordshire

Brian James

CK, a 50 year-old engineer, has re-
cently related a number of experiences
to our investigators.

Recently we have had the opportunity
to work with an 'experiencer', who
we'll call CK. Here, his experiences
are recalled, and for the benefit of the
reader, those in the astral realms are
noted by parenthesis, i.e. [CK]

ln recent years. CK has had increasing
apparent experiences in astral realms,
and these have included encounlers
with ET visitors. CK is keen to em-
phasise that his accounts should not be
taken as those ofpublicised 'abductees'
or'contacteeJ, but then where is the
line to be drawn between a true con-
tactee, and the abductee? It is becom-
ing increasingly clear that 'alien abduc-
tions' do occur, but a significant num-
ber of occunences will not be of the
physical body. It should be said that
CK is not happy with the emotive term
'abduction', since it is highly probable
that while astral bodies are\aken' by
other beings. i{ is not abduction
against the person's will - the
'monitoring'by other beings is with
that spirit's consent belore they came
into their physical incarnation, it is just
that the conscious mind has forgotten
its purpose here. I have yet to come
up with a suitable term to describe
these encounters. as 'monitoree'
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sounds silly. I realise that this type of
encounter is a very deeply spiritual
area, and the concepts will be very un-
comfortable for many people, not least
for the 'abductees'. These descriptions
may also be uncomfortable for the re-
searchers, but all concepts must be ex-
plored. We cannot move forward if
we keep restricting our concepts and
beliefs to extremely narrow paths. If
there are differences between actual
physical encounters and astral encoun-
te$, do the simple terms of CE3K to
CE5K suffce to cover these potential
important differences?

Before we try lo cover areas of CK's
experiences, we must 6rst provide
some background thoughts. CK was
brought up with the normal religious
'indoctrination' that was pan of the
educalion system in this country, but
never accepted the ideas of Christian
teachings, so was not, in the conven-
tional sense, a religious person. That
is not to say thal he was an atheist, but
more of an agnostic, and explored his
own path(s). Therefore, when he be-
came consciously aware of aspects of
his astral encounters, he did not find it
easy to come to terms with the deep
spiritual implications. It was not until
he started to become aware ofhis past,
and future incarnations, that the whole
picture slowly began to emerge. One
fact tbat should be considered by the
readers at this early point is that a be-
ing's 'spirit is truly universal lt is
wrong to describe it as the 'human
spirit' - many spirits may be 'earth-
bound', but they will not always have
human incamations. CK is becoming
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more and more aware that few of his
past lives have been here on Earth, and
he still feels apart from the 'earth-
bound' spirits here. [CK] is, in the
strictest sense, a visitor here. [CK]
also knows that he is not alone in bs-
ing a 'spiritual visitor', there are others
here as temporary residents, and they
are drawn together in their human
forms. It may be of interest for read-
ers to consider why some spiritual visi-
tors here are regarded as 'alien' while
others are regarded as 'angels' - what is

the difference, perhaps it is down to
people's basic beliefs?

Anolher aspect o[ the spiritual realm is

that mankind's conceptions of time are
totally inappropriate, ifnot false. They
serve as a barrier to mankind's devel
opment. but whether this barrier is

self-imposed, or imposed by higher be-
ings lor mankind's own protection
right now is not clear - perhaps more
inlormation will come, I was going to
say "ln the future", but that too is a
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human misconception of linear time.
The spirit has the ability to transcend
any point of 'time'or space. Therefore
the spirit has the ability to have a 'past'
physical incamation here on Earth, or
anFyhere else in the universe, in the
past, present or future, equally iLs

'future' can be in the past, present or
future - it should be remembered that
since the spirit can span time, it can
also have multiple, or concurrent in-
camations in any part of mankind's
'linear timeline'.

We should also consider the different
forms of'astral being', or at least those
used by the spirit. As any ofyou who
travels as the astral self will know,
there are many levels of astral being
that we can attain, sometimes referred
to as being between 'light' and 'heavy',
but perhaps 'density' might be a better
term. These range from the light, al-
most ghostly, ethereal forms, right
through to the densest, when the astral
body is as solid as the physical one.



While it is in this densest form, the as-
tral body can suffer injuries and trau-
mas. which are then reflecled, or mim-
icked, back on the physical body - per-
haps the two bodies are almost symbi-
otically connected? These mimicked
injuries and marks are a very important
point to remember when we consider
bodily marks suffered by 'abductees'.
However, in these forms, the astral
body still retains the shape and form of
its 'host', whether that is animal, hu-
man, or of course 'alien'. When the
spirit transcends these lower astral
realms, it sheds any connection to a
physical form, and becomes a true 'free
sprit', which is amorphous, and the
feeling is totally different - as one fel-
low traveller puts it " like just being a
pair of eyeballs moving through
space.." It might be wonh considering
the concepts of astral realms. To most
people, these conjure up images of
spiritual realms, with higher beings.
However, current science is already
working with concepts of other dimen-
sions, and even now speculates on at
least ten other dimensions to our
own - could these be the same as astral
realms? Since 'we' are able to travel to
other astral realms in time and space,
then we must accept that other beings
will have mastered this technique, and
could be travelling here with just as

much regularity. Perhaps they have
simply taken a different route of tech-
nological evolution, or perhaps they
just didn't take the 'nuts and bolts'
technological approach at all, and mas-
tered full psychic and telekinetic abili-
ties?

BtiFOkl Bu etitl

Having briefly looked at backgrounds
to experiences, where to start with ac-
counts? CK was aware of certain €x-
periences with other beings at an early
age, and openly talked about them to
his parents, but they were dismissed as

'dreams' or 'nightmares' that children
have - how many of you have had
similar experiences that were dis-
missed in the same way? One recurring
'dream'from early childhood, and in-
deed one that carried on through to
CK's mid-twenties, was what might
now be termed as part of the classic
abduction scenario. This is where he
was consciously aware of being in a
room of bright light, lying on his back,
unable to move, with a deep pulsing
noise/feeling coming from behind.
Breathing was also difiicult, and per-
haps was best likened to having a
mask over the nose and mouth. This
dream somelimes occuned two or
three times a week, but it was always
very similar. Sometimes the room
would look slightly different, but the
one common lactor was the appear-
ance in the room ofbeings - of varying
heights, but all with enlarged heads,
and they were all greyl This recurring
dream did finally stop, but then was
superseded with the other encounters
with other beings, but by now [CK]
had free will in these encounters, and
was not in any sense subjected to ex-
amination.

During his childhood years, CK had
frequent 'dreams' of what he would
now term as alien beings - many of
these were before the advent of the
modern sci-fi type of TV show, which
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really began in this country with Dr
Who. No-one else in CK's family had
any interest in space or sci-fi, so where
did these images come Aom? CK even
now can recall quite clearly looking
out of his bedroom windows at night,
and seeing various lights and 'flying
saucers'. It should be emphasised that
CK's'dreams'of this type when a child
are not uncommon, especially today,
but back in the early 1960s, sci-fi im-
ages didn't exist in such numbers in all
sons of mediums.

It has been perhaps since 1992 that
CK has had more conscious recollec-
tion of 'dreams' and astral travels, and
this conscious awareness of other
realms is increasing at an accelerating
rate, so much so that in the past cou-
ple of years, the real memories of as-
tral travels and encounters are being
'held' in conscious memory as soon as

lhey occur. This acceleration seems to
have happened after one very peculiar
'dream', in which CK clearly recalls sit-
ting on the settee at home, reading a

book on sci-fi TV shows, while the
TV was playing in the comer of the
room, with Lenny Henry doing a com-
edy sketch, and the time was obviously
during a late summer evening. For no
good reason, [CK] felt compelled to
look out ofthe window, and when he
did so a shining metallic domed disc
was sitting in the sky above the houses
opposite, glinling in the evening sun.
An intense blue-white beam of light
came out of the dome of the craft,
came straight through the window,
and hit fCKl in the forehead. in his

'Third Eye' - the pain was truly intense,
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and he thinks he screamed. The next
thing CK recalls is sitting bolt-upright
in bed, and as he clutched his head, his
tirst thoughts were "..my head hasn't
been blown oil. " CK uas drenched in
sweat, and had a severe headache for
the next two days. Just what was all
that about? CK still does not know,
and I am not going to speculate here.

On a visit to Avebury in December
1997, CK was with a friend, who we'll
call John. Both were aware of strange
lights and sounds, even to the point of
of a distinct "Hello" twice being spo-
ken, apparently coming lrom one of
the stones. A further occurrence hap-
pened later that night, when [CK] as-
trally travelled back to Avebury, as if
drawn back for some reason, and even
more curiously, yet another close
liiend was there in her astral selfl

[CK] recalls very clearly standing
within the main ring of stones in the
night, looking towards the Avenue,
with the banks ofthe henge silhouetted
against the sky, the clump of trees on
the bank adjacent to the West Kennett
road seemed to be standing guard. A
bright red ball of light appeared above
the Avenue, and it moved slowly
around in the sky, sometimes pulsing,
occasionally flashing. Aiier about a
minute, it flashed brightly and then
vanished. Is a sighting like this while
in the astral self classifiable as a UFO
sighting? How does one investigate it -
we know the place, and an apparent
time, as long as the astral self didn't
have a temporal shift. lt is hard
enough to check out sighting details
for this'reality continuum'. This type



of energy forn UFO has now been
seen very regularly by [CK]. Four of
these were seen recently in an early
moming at one o[ the Oxfordshire
iron-age hillfons. These four balls of
energy were darting and almost danc-
ing around above the fort, but occa-
sionally they would stop and'hover'
though while stationary they tended to
bob up and down. [CK] was also
aware that on this occasion he was not
in a physical form, and he too was see-

ing everything as ifhe too were slowly
bobbing up and down, though he never
seemed to take notice ol whether he
was also a pulsating ball of energy in
this form. After this event, [CK] was
convinced that th€ four other forms
were almost playing, and kept stop-
ping to see if he would join them, and
he now regrets not taking up the ap-
parent invitation. On two other occa-
sions [CKl has seen these pulsating
balls of energy creating crop circles,
and another very probable creation -
the 'Beltane Ring' near Silbury Hill.
This formation was found on May 4th,
although [CK] saw its apparent crea-
tion while travelling at Avebury in the
early hours o[May 2nd - did he shift in
time, or was the circle somehow
'primed' to appear some hours later? It
should be noted that this is the only
crop circle that as yet matches the lo-
calion that [CK] has astrally wit-
nessed.

One very vivid recollection of [CK] in
1995 was a long 'flight' he had over
Wilrshire and parts of Salisbury Plain.
a region with a history of IJFOs and
more recently crop-circles. The expe-
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rience commenced with [CK] circling
over Stonehenge, his view seemed to
be as if he were in a small aircraft cir-
cling over the site, but on this occasion

[CK] had no physical body, and cer-
tainly was not in any aircraft. That is
not to say that [CK] did not have the
sense of having a much bigger struc-
ture with and around him, which felt as

if it were banking as an aircraft would.
Perhaps an analogy would be that of a
pilot flying an aircraft by modem
telepresence technology, though surely
such an analog:y is poor in these terms.

[CK] was able to clearly see the tour-
ists at the monument, though none
seemed aware of anything untoward
'flying'above them. After a few min-
utes. [CK] felt like going and looking
at the local areas where crop-circles
tended to occur, and towards the Vale
of Pewsey. What makes this experi-
ence strangg was that in doing so, his
'course' took him near Netheravon air-
field, an Army Air Corps (AAC) base.

[CK] could see two helicopters com-
ing up from the airfield, and CK is an

aviation enthusiast, so [CK] had no
difficulty recognising these two heli-
copters as Lynx AH-7's. [CK's] flight
and that of the helicopters were going
to cross, almost lo the point of colli-
sion. The helicopters didn't deviate, so
presumably were not aware of another
aircraft in such close proximity, but

[CK], in his flight, feh obliged to fly
up over the two Lynx's, almost
'buzzing' them, though he felt no tur-
bulence from their rotors. An intrigu-
ing point is that [CK] could see the co-
pilol of the nearest Lynx looking at
where [CK] was, and afterwards won-
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dered if that pilot was looking at what
he would have thought was a UFO?
[CK] did eventually 'visit' five crop
lormations during this 'flight', though
none have been seen in what might be
termed our current rreality continuum'.
Another curious aspect within this ex-
perience was that at times, [CK] was
able to Jump'across parts ofthe coun-
tryiside to get to places he wished to
be, though perhaps a 'zoom' might be a
better term. Is there a possibility that
in this instance, [CK] was flying a craft
that went where he willed it? He felt
that many of his manouevres were
similar to the almost erratic flight asso-
ciated with so many UFOS, ftom the
simple 'balls of lighr' (BOLS), through
to apparent structur€d craft.

It is time to mention some ol the as-
pects of ET encounters. [CK] has
been clearly aware of being on space-
ships with various other beings. These
ships are obviously physical and solid,
but [CK] is sure he was not there
physically, so was his presence in an
astral world more easily definable as
another dim€nsion? [CK] is also very
aware of flying some of these craft -
flight control is done by the simple
power ofthought, the ship goes where
the 'pilot'wills it, though [CK] is not
sure how these ships are propelled.
The beings themselves range from five
or six different humanoid types, to two
reptillian species, and several different
types of'greys'. The greys seem to lall
into quite distinct categories. there are
the taller types, with smaller heads, but
these taller ones are th€ living beings.
The snraller type, with rhe familiar
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huge head - the archerypal 'Grey', are,
as most ol us suspect, genetically
cloned and created drones, slrd these
seem to be used as 'workers' by all the
other living types of being All of
these other species seem to be work-
ing together, the ships have mixed
crews, and without trying to trivialise
the subjed, it doesnt seem so different
to the scenes in sci-fi shows such as

Babylon 5, or the Star Trek spin off
series such as N€xt Ceneration or
Deep Space 9. Perhaps this closeness
to sci-fi imagery is a considerable note
of caution to be kept in mind in all
CK's experiences? CK stresses it
should be emphasised that in no sense
is he there as an'old-style contactee',
with all manner of dire wamings on
mankind's future being given to him.
If anghing, he seems to be sitting in
on briefings, all done telepathically
Visual images are 'beamed' at him,
rather like looking at a rapid piece of
video footage, the process seems
something akin to a flash download of
computer information. The informa-
lion being given is rarely comprehensi-
ble at the time, and very little seems to
refer to CK's cunent physical life. It
seems as if the other beings are trying
to get CK to 'remember' other worlds
and other lives, and the information is
more like accumulated knowledge, and
perhaps the best term for the whole
process would be 'enlightenment'.

CK does have some of these memor ies

triggered when in this physical world,
particularly when with like-minded
people, and especially fellow spiritual
visitors Channelling l. : also trig-



gered memories, none more so than
the presence of'children' on the ships.
At first [CK] thought they were
'abducted' human children. He was
quite disturbed when the realisation
came that these'children' are the hy-
brid results of the long-suspected
alien/humanbreeding programme. He
was mor€ disturbed to be told that he
was to play a role in the future ofthese
hybrid children - the full implications
ofthis have yet to unfold.

I hope that you will appreciate that the
above just scratches the surface of ex-
periences for one person. There is a
vast range of material still to be uncov-
ered...
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READERS LETTERS

Dear Sir,

RE: Request for vi€wpoints on the Re-
search and lnvestigation Review

L I believe BLIFORA is right to main-
tain its moratorium on Hypnotic Re-
gression, as various experimenls have
indicated that the unreliability of this
technique, in some cases to the extent
of suggesting subjecls under hypnosis
are prone to fantasy, which could em-
bellish the facts ol a case, and diston
memory recall with images from popu-
lar culture and the collective uncon-
scious.

On a similar point, I agree with the de-
cision to present data to new investi-
gators, in order that they might have
the inlormation to persue which sup-
ports the original decision to impose a

moratorium.

2. Alternative to ETH project:

This is also a good idea. Many
LlFologists condemn sceptics for re-
lentlessly sticking to their viewpoint, in
some cases in the face of overwhelm-
ing evidence. We should learn from
this stubbom perspective the impor-
tance of an open mind. which applies
both ways - 'Believers' should not
automatically assume without €vidence
that the ETH hypothesis is the right
one. Should evidence to the contary
present itself, they should be prepared
to accept it. In view ofthe nature of
evidence in this area of research, a rea-
soned and balanced document laying
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out the arguments of each alternative is
a good idea, allowing readers to decide
for themselves which solution is the
most likely one.

3. "Censorship" project

I do not believe BUFORA should sup-
port the more irrational side of UFOI-
ogy, by providing a forum for individu-
als (in the form of official lectures)
whose beliefs are based fundamentally
onjunk science and speculation. To do
so suggesls to the world that BUFORA
endorses the views of these individuals
and serves to reinforce lhe image of
UFOlogists as paranoid conspiracy theo-
rists rather than hard scientists.

This is NOT censorship, after all, such
individuals would be free to present their
views elsewhere
Yours
H. Reynolds, Cardif.

P.S. I was interested recently by an
"Equinox" documentary on space junk
which seemed to suggesl a few candi-
dates for explanations for some sight-
ings, for instance the infamous 'angels'
seen by astronauts, and the recent film
foolage that some claim depicts 'star
wars'weaponry in use against alleged
alien spacecraft. To what degree does
this phenomenon serve as an explanation
lor such sightings and does it deserve a
larger focus within the postal training
course? (which I completed approx. two
years ago)

Dear Si1

Having just received the most recent is-

B(:|0R.1lttIttt,l



sue of the BUFORA Bulletin, number
14 the OctoberA.,lovember 1999 issue,
I am compelled to write to you. You
see there are several articles and quo-
tations that seem to b€ in the same

spirit as the way most serious UFO re-
search is going. When I say serious
UFO research I mean as opposed to
the commercially and science fidion
motivated "hype".

I appreciate that the views expressed
in Bulletin are not necessarily thos€ of
BUFORA or the Council, but it seems

to me that they are worthy of serious
consideration as they strike at the core
ofwhat BIIFORA is about and its long
teffn purpose.

Firstly, Kate Taylor acknowledges a

"downtum of public interest in the
LrFO phenomenon". This is true de-
spite the ever increasing number of
people who, when asked, say they be-
lieve that there is extratenestrial life
and despite the success of the
SETI@HOME project. Why is this
then? She goes on to express her be-
lief that hwnagogia and other sleep

states are responsible for the vast num-
ber ofbed based abductions, not ET's.
Now. I know I said that Kate's views
are not those ofBUFORA but she is a

member ofthe Council!

Another senior member of BUFORA
indeed the Chair adds, "there is no
hard evidence of Els visiting our
planet". These are not just the views
ofordinary punters and ordinary mem-
bers like me but people who are able

to draw on vast amounts of informa-
tion from their own work and the ar-
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chives of BLJFORA.

Therefore, I would suggest tbat its
time for a serious debate about the fu-
ture of BUFORA, about its focus and
its methods of working. The end of
the 2d millennium seems to be a rather
convenient time to conduct such a re-
view. It needs to be open and, unlike
most of BUFORA's activities, accessi-
ble to all members where ever they
live, we are the "British" LrFO Re-
search Association.

Yours faithfully,
Keith Cowan Edinburgh

Thank you Jor lhis contribulion Keilh.
h the penullinate Wagraph of ,'our
leller you slale lhal conlribxlors to
the Bullelin have used information
Jrom their own work. ht bolh the
cqses you qxo/e lhe authors have
used their own resorrces.

It is slaled generally twice in each
Bullelin lhal conlribulions do not rep-
resenl lhe views of R(IFORA. htdeed
lhe Wagraph yo qxote from my
SETI article stqrts "ln my opinion".
The ETH is only one of about .forty
mdjor lheories to erplah Ul;O re-
ports. BUFOM sxpporls no particl-
lar theory over any olher.

H<ntever, the olher main poinl you
rdise qboul discussing the .fuhtre di-
rection of BUFOM is very impor-
lanl . Clearly some of this can he dis-
cxssed thro gh lhe pages o;f the Rulle-
litt. Hov,ever, lhe (:oxncil is cor$ider-
itrg holding a planning meeling al d
cenlrql location in lhe neqr.future lo
disctt.ss this. Wqlch this space
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A CASE FOR BALL
LIGHTNING?

Gloria Dixon

Ba lightning is an interesting and
somevhsl controversiol phenome-
non The following co!;e wss re-
portel to BUFOM in 1997 and even
though il wus observed in the fifties,
I lhoughl it teds inleresting with re-
gWd to the study of naturol phenom-
ena lhal ate rcponed us UFOs, and
wrole to Petet suggesting lhis wus
possibly ball lightning, He re-
sporulcd with a copy of tt Daig Tele-
graph arlicle and also a copy of some
correspondence from Dr. John Hard-
wick, both refened to below The

folloving cose certainl! appeared to
have sonu of lhe characteristics ot
the phenomcnot

Leigh, Lancashire

In the winter of 1952 Peter aged
twelve and his brother aged seven
were at home alone for a short period
whilst their parents were out. It was
early evening and raining and they
were upstairs in their parents' bed-
room awaiting their retum. Peter then
became aware of a 'presence' or feel-
ing that there was someone beyond the
bedroonr door. There was no noise or
any indication other than this. He
wenl over to the door, which was at
the head of the srairs and about half-
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way up the stairs he observed two
spherical objects borh about 250nrm in
diameter They were bright orange in
colour and had an almost fiery consis-
tency. The objects were about I metre
above the stairs one slightly ahead and
above the other about 400mm apan,
and were moving up the stairs at
around one foot p€r second. Both ob-
jects exploded almost simultaneously,
the lead one first, and the noise was
similar in sound to a toy balloon pop-
ping

Peter's brother appeared at the top of
the stairs after hearing the sound of an
explosion and they searched the stars
for any sign of debris. There was no
trace of ash burning or any residual
smell. The doors to the downstairs
rooms were closed as was the front
door.

Upon his parents return, his father, an
€lectrical engineer, searched the house
and inspected the electrical installa-
tions for faults. He could find nothing
wrong that could have been responsi-
ble for the spherical objects that his
sons had observed.

Jenny Randles discussed ball light-
ning in the BUFORA postal training
course and I quote from her descrip-
tion within the course

It is unally ball-shaped, bul some-
limes oval. It is rarely larger than
lennis ball size, bul some researchers
believe thal very rare bigger forns
are unrecognised by science as the,
qre .lismissed as UI;OI. lt can fknt
Jreely in the utnosphere, oflen Jtllows
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powet lines, has been kn<twn to efecl
electncal equipne t (e.g. Ca sit,/g
neon tubes lo lighl withoat power or
blowtug eleclricql circuits) and cq
creale tinglhtg qnnpto s with wit-
nesses. It leMls to be short lived but
has been reliably reported as being
visible lor several ninutes. fheories
lo explqin it are varied but one pro-
poses nuclear reqclions, vhich gener-
ale an inlense localised radielion
field, which may provoke serious ill-
ness in a wilness. Despite its name it
does not require a thunderstorm to
form and has appeared day am) night,
inside anJ outdoors, ht hot, cold, dry
and wel wealher.

In many senses this is a real IIFO,
even if we identily a case us being so

formed Scientists still .lo not fully
understand what it is or how it ttc-
curs aruI as rccentl! tL$ the 1960,s it
was widely rejected alongsitle UF(h!
Since then it has been well descibed
b! a phlsicist t'itness, x.t most scien-
lists now accept it! But there is little
loubt that many cqses get reported st
UFOs and never come near scien-
tists. In sn equinox programme on
lightning presented by channel 4 in
November 1994 therc h'as a segment
.levoted to the ball lightning hlpothe-
sis srul some Jint harul reporls ol
people who hs.Lrilnesse.l these halls
of light

An articl€ from a September 1998
issue of the l{ap Scientisl gives more
information on ball lightning when
the crew of an Afu UK jet struck by
lightning saw 'fireballs in lhe
cabin'. According to this article

RUlOftl B rti,t

th€rc have been observations of
similar my ste riou s fireballs
throughoua history and Spanish
physicist Antonio Ranada gives a
theory to explain what they ar€.
This was recorded in a Septenber
issue of the Journal of Geophl'sica!
Research wherc he and his col-
leagues beli€ve that linked magnetic
loops might explain how fireballs
could last so long. I quote from this
article:

Lightning stikes normally creale
horizontul mtgnetic fiekls ull around
thent, but venical fields nu! some-
times forn Under certain circum-
slances yerlical and horizontal loops
might link together and forn t ball.
Glowing plasmu could be tropped in-
si.le the magnetic field lines. If there
was just one mognetic Jield, it tt'oukl
erparul with the phtmu, arul the
plasma ball woukl explode instantly.
Bul the ht'o feUs are constrained by
lhe link between them - they arul the
plasms cannot exparul and the flov-
ing tireball elfect lasts until rhe
pltsma cools. "It's perfectly clear
that it csn losl fol ten or fifteen sec-
onds" says Runada In the cooling
plasmo, electrons beutme bound to
lheir alon* This increases electrical
reltiskrn.'e, killing the current within
lhe plrcma arul weakening the sur-
rou nding mtg netic fi elds.

Th€ article in New Scientist goes on
say that this theory would also ex-
plain why the fireball radiates little
or not heat, yet its touch can bunt.
Most of the ball is cold, but atong
the field lin€s. The loops and a few
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streamers coming off the fireball
reach lemperatur€s of l6 000 Centi-
grade or more.

A press cutting from the Telegraph in
1996 gives a further interesting look
at the ball lightning phenomenon.
Three of the staff at a print works re-
ceived electric shocks when a sphere
the size of a tennis ball few around
their factory in Tewksbury Glos. A
forklifl truck driver saw a dazzling
blue /white ball bounce along the roof
and then pass through netting into the
building. Once inside, it roared along
girders and hit printing machinery
sending sparks flying everywhere. It
finally hit a window and exploded with
an orange flash, blowing out the tele-
phone switchboard and lighting up the
whole place with sparks everywhere.
Apparently the fireball raced around
the building and the bang was so loud
that it was even heard by a deaf em-
ployee. The staff claimed it was like
something out of Star Wars. Three
people received electric shocks and
one lady was hit in the shoulder and
felt as though 'Frank Bruno had
punched her'. One worker claimed
that the lightning ball was unleashed
when a jet plane passed through a
cloud overhead. Scientists have been
sceptical about the existence of such a
phenomenon, but it has been reported
so often and so consistently that most
are convinced that ball lightning is real
and often sighted during thundery and
humid weather, where it appears as a

free floating globe of glowing gas usu-
ally between the size of an orange and
a grapefruit.
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After contacting BUFORA and receiv-
ing my response, Peter wrote to Dr.
John Hardwick at the Lightning Test
Technology Group in Abingdon, Ox-
fordshire and kindly sent me Dr. Hard-
wick's response where he writes:

'We are a commercial group, mainly
concerned with ellectE of lightning
on aircraft and unfortunatel! have
Iit e time to punue the subject to its
widest bouruIaries

Ball lightning is s controversial is-
sue. It is cleat that such phenomena
rlo occur, hut lhere may be different
types and some obsemations might
have t more conventional explana-
tion. For aample, mohen balls of
hurning mctal are sometimes ob-
sen'ed al contact breakers Moreo-
ver, pholographic and visual records
do not profide suitahle quantitative
inlormation'

Dr. Harwick suggests reading the
chapter on ball lightning by Singer in
'lhe Plrysics oJ Lightnlng Singer also
wrote a whole book on the subject
'The nature of Ball Light-
ning' (Plenrm Press 1971). He alm
states that there are many theories as

to what causes ball lightning.

To illustrate this unusual phenomenon
even furlher, during the summer ofthis
year I received a phone call from a

lady, who reported an unusual event,
which occurred in her home in July of
1995 whilst sitting on the settee with
her boyfriend. They both noticed a

ball of light outside the window and
were astonished and very apprehensive
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when this ball of light passed through
the closed window glass. She de-
scribed it as a blue/green spinning
light, the size of a foorball. It moved
in a downward trajectory at speed past
the settee on which they were sitting
and then shot out thoutsh the pario
window pane at lhe other end of rheir
lounge This event rook place within
several seconds. The couple involved
had no idea what they had observed
and were very puzzled. t suggested
that it might have been ball lightning
and explained a little bit about the
characteristics of this unusual phe-
nomenon.

There is cenainly no doubt that ball
lightning and other reports of balls of
light observed at close range are re-
ported more frequently than realised.
This is most worthy of continued in-
vestigation when we are looking at the
field ofUFO study.

POSTAL TRAINING COURSE

The Postal Training Course (PTC) is
compulsory for members requesting to
b€come an invesligator for BUFORA.

All enquiries pertaining to the Postal
Training Course should be addressed
to:

David Pointon.
5, Chapel Street, Mount Pleasant,
Mow Cop, Stoke-on-Trent, Slaffs.,

5T7 4NP
(No poBonal visits),

Phon€ (01782)-5?2620.
Elnailr spibufora@aol.coln,uk

How Perception Works;
How Recall Works

CONITURTIIION 1U T'HE RLJ|OM
R t I HYPNOSIS PIIOJEC l

John Spencer

A UFO report is not the documenta-
tion ofa set offacls relating lo an inci-
dent. lt is the result ofthe witness'at-
t€mpt to understand an unknown ex-
perience.

But just what is behind the witness,
own understanding? If we are to un-
derstand how close encounter report-
ers perceive their experiences we must
first understand how people perceive
anything.

From childhood, a person's beliefs, at-
titudes, opinions and values are devel-
oped by the influence of parents,
grandparents, siblings, other relatives,
teachers, clergy, friends, neighbours
and people in aurhority. People are in-
fluenced and shaped by the iaw, by so-
ciety, by the arts, by the media, by ad-
venising and by a host of subliminal
messages received through day-to-day
dealing with others even in brief en-
counters, on trains and buses for ex-
ample. lnfluence can be direct or sub-
tle: repeated suggestion; reward and
punishment; related experiences; cen-
sored views, guilt; and Gar.
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Interaction with the world consists of
applying the result of all those influ-
ences - i.e. your beliefs - to any stimu-
lus that you are forced to respond to.
Interaction with it becomes, first and
foremost, a personal experience owned
by the witness. These are the phases
we go through:

I'hase One
Firstly, people have a natural tendency
to personify or attribute intelligent di-
rection to any unknown event, until
proven otherwise. This is a product of
measuring the potential threat of a
stimulus; survival is the most basic re-
sponse ofall creatures lf somethiog is

seen that has luminosity. or is visible in
some way then it may be perceived as

a ghost or an alien. The choice may
not be made by the object, but rather
by the prevailing mood or beliefs of
the witness. If the witness is walking
through an old monastery ruin they
may be thinking ofghosts, if in a road
or bedroom situation they may think of
alien encounters.

Phqse Two

We seek out further clues to confirm
that 'we weren't just imagining it'. Part
of that is a selective process known as

'the ratchet effecf. Like a ratchet
screwdriver, turns in one direction
have elTect, turns in the other direction
do nothing evidence for is added to
the pile, evidence against is ignored as

irrelevant. So the initial impressions,
based on personal views, are strength-
ened. For example, UFO ground traces
are often found 'after the event'. First.
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the witness experiences or sees some-
thing and then looks for clues.

Phase Three
There is then a checking of the event
itselfagainst expectations, with the un-
fortunate effect of creating false
memories of what really happened in
line with those expectations. This is
not a factor ofclose encounters, it is a
normal way by which we deal with the
world and would therefore be abnor-
mal if it were not part ofthe close en-
counter experience. There is evidence
from some multiple-sighting reports
that the differences in description of
objects depends a lot on what each
person thought they would be seeing,
once they had 'decided' what they were
seeing

Phase Four
Because close encounters may involve
some loss ofaccuracy ofmemory, or if
some researchers are to be believed,
whole time lapses of memory then a
process of uncovering the lost infor-
mation is undertaken. In ufology, this
usually involves using hypnosis. Un-
fortunately this often puts the detail of
the experience more in control of the
researcher than the witness who may
end up 'experiencing', and believing
in, something that actually did not hap-
pen. If the witness believes their expe-
rience to have been an essenlially bad
thing, reinforced by prejudicial belief
about aliens and UFOs derived from
science fiction imagery and perhaps re-
inforced by the writings of prominent
UFO researchers and the media, then
the encounter will become a bad thing.
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Or those believing it to be a good
thing may then 'experience' it as a
good thing. Worse still, the witness
may seek oul a UFO researcher who is
known to share the same prejudicial
views, with th€ result that both re-
searcher and witness suffer from the
ratchet effect, both seemingly gaining
additional evidence to support rheir
beliels.

Standard UFO investigation arguably
takes tbe view that the witness has
stored in his or her mind a
'photograph' of the event that is objec-
tive. In other words, the witness has

seen, heard and perhaps experienced
something that happened outside of
them and that any witness standing
where they had stood would bave
seen, heard and felt the same thing.
The investigator then has to ask the
right questions to re-build that snap-
shot, perhaps use hypnotic regression
to take that witness 'back in time'to
remember the incident more clearly,
and then it can be relaled factually and
accurately. That is simply not the way
the mind works, not the way the mem-
ory works. The wihess has perceived
an event for which they have no 'card
index' in their memory; they ar€ strug-
gling to understand it. They have
formed opinions and prejudices lo-
wards a likely explanation - that is nor-
mal, it is the process that keeps us safe
throughout our lives - and, in the case
of close encounters panicularly, they
are deciding how lo deal with rheir
emotiols towards the event. Then the
investigator arrives and asks for the
'photograph'to be related to them. The

witness has to work out what the ex-
perience meant through a lifetime of
beliefs, anitudes, experiences, com-
ments offriends and relatives, TV pro-
grammes and films, religious teach-
ings, having been told what is right
and what is wrong. fears of being
laughed at or disbelieved, prejudices
and cravings, likes and dislikes and so
on, and so on. The witness then has to
decide what the message is that must
be communicated to the investigator.
It is not just a question of 'the facts';
life isjust not like thal. Firsrly. rhe wir-
ness must decide ifthey believe the ex-
perience was an essentially good or
bad one. That decision - and it is a de-
cision, not just a fact - will determine a
lot about how the experience is related
to another person. Then the witness
will select the t'acts that he or she be-
lieves are significant, and this process
of filtering is also done through per-
sonal belief systems. [f the witness be-
lieves they have been abducted by ali-
ens from another planet then they will
automatically seek out and bring to the
fore those details from 'memory' that
confirm and strengthen than beliet
Those areas which, if not contradic-
tory are at least unsupponive, will be
downgraded or ignored. Again rhis is
not a factor of UFO experiences, this
is normal and the way we operate in
our lives every minure of the day lt is
the basis of a simple decision to cross
the road here or a hundred yards fur-
th€r down the .oad, to eat an apple or
an orange, to save or to spend In any
decision the tbcts are outweighed by
subjective aspects nine-to-one. ll the
witness has another belief (he ol she
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does not like science fiction but does
lhink God and Satan are the only
forces in the Universe, for example)
then they will go through a similar
process, but come forward with a dif-
ferent priority of what 'facts' are im-
portant to 'get across' to the investiga-
tor.
On top ofall this is the fact that the re-
ceiver of the information (the investi-
gator) receives a report through his or
her series of lifetime experiences, and
also has a set of subjective criteria,
that takes more account of'desired'
aspects of lhe report than those lhat
run contrary to his or her personal be-
liefs about the subject.

This has serious implication for hyp-
notic regression because the input of
data from the r€searcher to the witness
is not just misleading. but hypnosis
leads to reinforcement of the false im-
age. What researchers also seem to fail
to take account of is the very little
communicalion that takes place
through words in an interactive situa-
tion. In a normal conversation only ap-
proximately twenty percent of the
meaning is expressed through words;
eighty percent is expressed through
eye contact, vocal shifts, body lan-
guage and so on. Even researchers
questioning witnesses who are diligent
to avoid leading questions often fail to
avoid leading in these other ways. I
was once sent a tape by a researcher to
defend against my sugqestion that the
witness had been led. The tape was
supposed to prove otherwise, but in
my view proved me correct. The wit-
ness, under hypnosis, said he could see
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small people around him. The re-
searcher asked for further information
by asking: 'Do you mean people about
three or four feet tall?' The witness
agreed he did. But did the implied
command under hl4rnosis re-direct the
thinking of the witn€ss?

Like it or not, we have no world wide
consensus as to whal a L.IFO experi-
ence is or means. We do not really
know what a tlFO abduction is. Given
all the stages from initial sighting or
experiencq through coming to terms
with it, seeking out an investigator and
trying to explain an experience there
are many, many filters and barriers to
lrue comprehension. Without a con-
sensus as to what we are all involved
with any understanding is fatally
flawed.

Of course some witnesses are trauma-
tised by their experiences and they
seek help and it is right thst structures
should exist to offer that help. But the
question is still one of the quality and
type ofhelp offered.

Experiments conducted:
Some years ago a team of researchers
from ASSAP, including myself, con-
ducted experiments to test the reliabil-
ity ofhypnosis. We used, I must stress,
only researchers who had volunteered
for the experiment and no actual expe-
riencers.

The first subject was T. He was in a
very light trance state, just enough to
let his imagination be creative. T had
been part of a team that had 'leamed'
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the totally fabricated details of a race
oftall aliens from Jupiter. Under hyp-
nosis he was able to recall an abduc-
tion by these aliens, with graphic de-
tails of their encounter at Canary
Wharf, on the River Thames, and a

medical invesligation by the aliens.
Many of the details were not part of
the original leaming but were gener-
ated by fantasy during the recall. Im-
pressions from the room also seemed
to aflect him. The aliens he described
tumed out to be wearing cowboy
boots; one of the people in the room
was wearing cowboy boots. T would
not have been able to see that person,
but could presumably have heard the
'leather creaking' olthe boots, and he
knew that this particular researcher
was due to join us, and knew that he
habitually wore cowboy boots. But
somehow that knowledge or those im-
pressions became incorporated into the
recall.

A second experiment was designed to
test how easily a witness could be

'turned around' in their recall. Again,
the 'witness' - A - had learned the de-
tails ola false race ofaliens, created to
be very evil and unpleasant. She de-
scribed them as evil, doing bad things.
She had been asked to learn that she
had suffered a very unpleasant rape-
like trauma at the hands ol the aliens.
With slight suggestions, at my written
prompts A could not see, the hypnotist
indicated a religious ov€rtone to the
event, and a benign reason lor the alien
intervention. He used words such as

'cathedrallike' to indicate size etc,
gradually creating a spiritual and pleas-
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ant atmosphere. Very easily A began
to recall the aliens as friendly and be-
came quite comfonable with the ab-
duction ln further pans of the experi-
ment, which were admittedly less
clearly successful, it seemed that A
was able to be influenced by body lan-
guage and gestures even without
words being used. For example, she
became more attracted to ideas that
'pleased' the 'investigator' - ex-
pressed by open hand gestures and
moving forwards, than to ideas thal
'olfended' the investigator, demon-
strated by closed gestures and moving
away during recall.

All of this seemed to indicate that the
attitude and beliefs of the researchers
could affect a great deal about even
the witness' own understanding of th€
experience.

Case Study: My own 'suppressed
memory'.

During my teenage I was a passionate,
if somewhat reckless, cyclist. I trav-
elled all over the United Kingdom
alone or wilh friends. Like most teen-
agers I had little regard for personal
safety and no thought of danger. I
was once stopped by the police near
Marnhull in Salisbury after speeding
down a one-in-three hill; they assured
me they had 'clocked' me at sixty miles
an hour and threatened to affest me

When I was sixteen l, inevitably, canre
unstuck. I was cycling from my then
home in Kenton in Middlesex to Wil-
lesden to visit my grandmother. Cy-
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cling through Kingsbury, in north Lon-
don, I was - according to a witness -
going far too fast down Church Lane
when suddenly I seemed to be dis-
tracted by a multi-note car hom
(probably directed at me!). I turned at
just the wrong split second. Appar-
ently at full speed I hit the back of a
parked car, flew over the handlebars,
cleared two cars and finally landed
face first on the pavement and uncon-
scious. I was taken to Edgware Gen-
eral Hospital where I sp€nt three days
under obsewation for concussion. I
had been lucky I had suffered a few
physical injuries, several deep cuts
around the eyes and on one ear, the
skin on half my face scraped off and
damage to the nerves around my
mouth that, even today, mean that
when I talk there is less mobility to the
left side of my mouth. When I woke
up in hospital I had little memory of
anything. In fact I didnt recognise my
parents in the firsl few hours after the
crash, and it was several days before I
could remember any of the journey
that had led to the accident.

In the years since, mostly in the
months immediately after the accident,
I remembered details of the journey
that day; they came back in stages.
Firstly I could remember leaving the
house, but not much more. Then I
could remember some ofthe early part
of the journey, but not the last roads.
Finally I could remember tuming into
the road where I had the crash. Since
that day to now I cannot remember
further. The last minute or so before
the crash is a memory I cannot access.
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However I have been told what hap-
pened by a witness and I have a fairly
vivid picture of it. The problem is that
if I were regressed and recalled the
crash I would be uncertain whether I
was remembering (a) the reality, O)
the description given to me by the wil-
ness or (c) some image of the whole
thing that suits me. I feel it is at least
probable that I would remember the
basic incident as described to me but
coloured by my own images of what I
must have looked like that day. The
reality is that there is probably no way
that I could ever be certain now, and
that is the protrlem for close encounter
witnesses. How do they 'check up on'
their own mernories?
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ASTRONOMICAL
MISIDENTIFICA-

TIONS*

BRIAN P JAMES

*This is, of course misidentifications
of astronomical objecrs, not misidenti-
fications ofa large magnitude!

hr this (hopefutly) regulm series, I
plan to take a look at various astro-
nomical objecls and appqritions thql
mq! cause spxrious flFO reports dtr-
i g lhe lwo-mo th publication span of
lhe BUI"OIA Bu eth. As I write
lhese ttoles i late October, we only
have to think of the past few weeks,
when lhe planets Jupiter and Verus
hqve caused some erciled claims, par-
ticulorly on early morning'fV, of
bright lights thst "must be qliens"...
Il is worlh noting thctt the planets have
been low lo southwestern a d easter
hotizons respeclively in the nornhgs.
Perhaps these type of nisidentifca-
tiont; are more /tequenl i our winter
months, \t'ith the lottger hours of dark-
nessl,

Realistically, only four planets may
give cause for perceived BoL's - Ve-
nus, Mars, Jupiter and Satum. I have
left Mercury from this list, since al-
though it can get as bright as -l mag-
nitude here in the LJK, it rarely gets
high enough above the horizon, and
indeed out of the general murky sky-
line haze, to be easily seen. Even keen
astronomers and stargazers who are
deliberately looking for Mercury, are

often are frustrated in eftbrts to find
this at times elusive little planet! lf
any investigators are phoned by ex-
cited obseryers, perhaps a quick ques-
tion to ask would be whether rhe light/
object was/is twinkling or pulsating?
Planets, due to them reflecting the
Sun's light, do not 'twinkle', but are a
steady light source. I suggest this
from experience, once having made a
two-hour round trip to see a witness,
who eagerly pointed out Venus as his
'UFO' that flew round the sky every
night!

Unless otherwise stqted, Jor these
notes, I'll look qt the poritions lhe
planets will be when people may be
'out qnd about' in the wi er mo ths.
so limes are /or nid evening at
8.00pm, an<l morning at 6.00pm.

We might as well start of with Venus,
since it is so obvious in our morning
skiesjust now. At the start ofDecem-
ber (see Fig. l) , it was in the south-
eastem sky, and at -4.2 magnitude,
twice as bright as Sirius, which itself is
setting in the west. lncidentally, Mer-
cury was also above the easlern hori-
zon, but only by two degrees! By the
beginning of January, Venus will have
'dimmed' slighdy, and ir will be moving
back towards the Sun, and therefore
be appearing ever low€r to the horizon
in the pre-dawn sky, and even now is
less than l0 degrees above the south-
eastern skyline. By mid-January. Ve-
nus will be all but lost lo observers in
the UK as a moming object

Jupiter and Saturn are currently fairly
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close in the sky, rising now in the late
evening. and setting in the early mom-
ing (although not as close as they were
1007 years ago, and in all probability
causing a certain sighting over the
Middle-east at the time...) In early
December, they will be prominent in
the southeast, both at about 45 degree
elevation. Jupiter is bright at -2.8
magnitude, and will outshine Sirius,
rising later in the night. By early Janu-
ary they will be almost due south in
the mid-evening, and though both dim-

sort of 'alignment'with Mars (Fig. 2)

At the beginning of December. Mars is
low in the southwestern sky in the eve-
ning, and will be set by 8.00pm. While
it is nol as bright as even Saturn, its
red colouration may cause some spuri-
ous reports. By early January it is still
'hovering'close to the horizon in the
early evening. As we move into Feb-
ruary, Mars is more obvious from say
6.00pm, being just over 20 degrees
elevation in the southwest, and it will

I
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ming slightly, should be obvious to
most observers. Jupiter will still be
about 45 degrees up in the sky, but
now Saturn is just over 50 degrees in
elevation. By the beginning of Febru-
ary, the two planets ar€ starting to
slide towards the southwestern hori-
zon, and over a few nights, will form a
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be settingjust after 8.00pm

The brightest star in the northern
skies - Sirius, may cause a number of
false reports. lt is often seen rising
through murky air near the horizon,
and due to its brightness, it can appear
to 'pulsate' or 'oscillate' quite wildly,

BLlFOk4 B etin



with apparent colour changes involv-
ing white, blue, red and green - fre-
quent colour changes lor claimed BoL
UFO's! During the winter months, the
star Vega, also bright, will be seen to
run low round the northem horizon
during the night, and has been the
cause ofal least two UFO reports that
I have investigated.

Meteor showers, or at least the rem-
nants and after-efects of them, may
give rise to reports - remember the
summer of l99E? By the time you

tronomy society who were out and
about in the early hours lrying to get
out ofthe Thames Valley fog, and then
find a hole in the cloud. Luckily the
cloud parted at l.30am, and did give a
us a clearish 'window' lbr the shon
Leonid maxima between 0l:50 and
02:50 am - the only trouble was by
now the main storm had hit some
twelve hours earlier on the other side
ofthe planet! The local group did see
a few fireballs, though - including two,
rather curiously described in a report
as resembling "two luminous seagulls

Fig:2i ;-
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read these notes, we will have had this
year's Leonid shower (or a meteor
storm) in the early hours of l8d No-
vember. During the anticipated storm
in 1998, I was one ol a number of
keen observers from the Abingdon as-

trundling across the sky" (this did
cause me to question just when they'd
seen luminous seagulls to allow this
comparison.) It was significant though
that other observers in the UK were
able to record lingedng ion trails,
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(('o"htltk.l , o,,1 ti.,!. 25)

which were seen to be swept around
the sky by high-altitude winds - the
general effect is rather like aircraft va-
pour trails being dissipated in the same
manner. One fireball was even
videoed coming in'straight on'to the
observer, and the ion trails from this
formed something more like a'smoke
ring' - so yes it did form an 'O' in the
night sky. Contrary to what I have
read in some tlFO magazines, by re-
searchers who should know belter,
nreteors can leave trails in the sky that
may last for hours, and which may be
swept into shapes lhat we would then
'interpret' as letters and numbers.
Over the past few years, there has also
been an increase in the number of so-
called sporadic meteors, i.e. those out-
side the predicted shower periods.
These 'sporadics' are possibly interstel-
lar in nature. and hit the Earth's atmos-
phere with a higher velocity, resulting
in bigger and brighter fireballs and bol-
lides, as opposed to normal meteor
trails

The BTIFORA website can
be accessed at l

www.bufora.org.uk
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SUBMISSIONS TO THE
BULLETIN

BUFORA BULLETIN is published by
the British UFO Research fusociation
(BUFORA Ltd). Registered Office: l6
Southway, Burgess Hill, Sussex, RHI5
9ST. Registered in London 01234924.
Membership of BIIFORA is open to
all those who support the aims of the
Association and who's application is

approved by the executive committee.
Please lorward any membership
queries to the BI,TFORA registered
office.

The views expressed in submitted
contributions do not represent the
views or policies of BUFORA or the
Editorial Board, except where
specifically stated. BUFORA
BULLETIN is copyright (c) BUFORA
1999 and may not be duplicated
without the express written consent of
the publisher. It is the policy of
BUFORA not to publish the names or
addresses of witnesses.

BUFORA BULLETIN always
welcomes new submissions of material
for publication. Articles may be
electronically sent via e-mail to
bufora@hotmail.com. Alternatively
articles can be posted to the editorial
address. Articles can be forwarded as

typewritten copy( preferably printed
out in a bold, non-draft OCR-
compatible - i.e. an Arial, Courier or
Times New Roman font) Copy may
also be forwarded on a 3.5 inch IBM
lormat compuler disc .preferably in
either Plain Text. Rich Text or Word 6
for Windows data format.
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Something different'in full cdhrm{ Big 7\1 x lO' pages-
Potted history of saucer publishing and knick-knacks in
the 20th c€ntury, subtitled I hp C\ltue in tlr. Gowen
Age of FlyinE Sauoers; with emphasis on the fifths and what
went before then. A real treat for tlre true sar.rcer enthusiastl
Pub'd 1997. 126 pages colour illustrations. Was 916.95 Now: J5.00

HOPKINS
Larger size paperkk published in 1997 giving The True Story
of tlrc Brooklyn Bridge AHuction investigated by Budd Hopkins.
Linda Cortile was abducted from a l2th story aportment in New
York in a beam of blue light by three small alieng! 8 pages of
plates. End notes; no index. 4O8 pag*. W* t5.99+post. Now: f,3.fi)

(TIARDBACKI)

Still available from SPACELINK BOOI(SI kading paranormal
researcher,John Spencer takes a careful look at abduction cases
from around the world - physical examinations, use of regres-
sive hypnosis and implantations of odd devices. John puts for-
ward new thcories in his well-researched book, not forgetting
the historical aspects to both UFO8 and abductions. Excellent
bibliography plus index, 8 plates. 255 pages.l99O. Was 2.95 15.8

The original f966 hardback (not the AUP facsimile!) with dust
jacket and saucer painting. Chssic book on sauoer propulsion
and suppressed technology. Contains a wealth of naterial 8rd
diagrams of saucere,tlnir flight chareteristics oa anti-gravity.
2O B/W plates + sketches. Index. 388 pag6. Inc: t2.55 post! fl.95

Please make your (heque or Postal Onder payabh to: Honel Beer
and send to: ll5 Hollybosh Lane, Hampton, Mi<tdx, TWr2 2QY
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I}UFORA LECTTIRES

Meeting are held at the Universily of Westminster, 35 Marylebone Road, London,
NWI 5t.S starling at 2pnr and lasting until apploximately 5|rn (!Ve arc currenlly
looking at altcrnative venucs, bul if nothing suitablc carr lre liruncl it rnay be ncccs-
sary to raise admission to 12-50 (nrernbers); f4-50 (non-rrrenrbers) fi.om the new
season).

Saturday 4th December 1999.
Arthur Tomiinson

Arthur has researched the subject ofUFO sightings here in die UK for nrany years
now and has amassed a great amount ofdetail. Arthur will be presenting many im-
pressive llFO cases, which also includes his *ork on the farnous'llkely Moor En-
tity case'.

Saturday 5th February 2000.
Professor Arthur J. Ellison "AItered States of Consciousness".

Arthur will be lecturing on his own first hand encounter irrto consciousness and

'altered states'. He will also be discussing his orvn Out Ol Body Experiences and
lucid dreams and will explain how any scientifically inclined person witlr a reasorr-

able degree ofpersistence can learn how to access these states as well. Arthur will
also mention his experiences of remote viewing in regards to the U.S. Star espio-
nage programme. This, and much more, will be discussed on the day, a not to be
missed event.

Please note : There is Do London Lecture during January. Whilst it is not antici-
pated that meetings will have to be changed or cancelled without prior nolice, the
Association reserves the right to do so. The vielvs expressed by lectulers are their
own views, unless otherwise stated they do not reflect the views of BUFORA, its
Council or olicers.

hthlished by

BUFORA Ltd, 16 South*'ay, Bwgess llill, Sussev RIIIS 9ST'


